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ABSTRACT

The force of induction F, on a charge q is caused by the time rate of change of the vector magnetic
potential A (produced by a closed current loop source) at the charge;thus, F,= - qdA/dtc. The time
rate of change of the magnetic flux dQ /dt is also caused by dA/dt. Thus, the Faraday law,
emf : - ôÕ lôtc, merely rélates two effects without any cause béing specified. ihe difficultíes and
failures of Faraday's law resulting from its usual erroneous interpretation as a cause and effect
relationship are discussed. A brief introduction to the general theory of induction is presented.
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FARADAY'S LAW IS \ryRONG; CHANGING MAGNETIC FLUX
DOES NOT CAUSE INDUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
The proper law of induction (for an A field due to current loops) states: The force of induction F,
on a charge q (the effect) is produced by the negative time rate of change of the magnetic vector
potential A at the charge (the cause)' tnî;o 

= - dA/dtc . (r)

Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction refers to the very special case of an entire closed circuit
and the net potential or emf (electromotive force) induced around the entire closed circuit,

emf:$ds.F.,/q
emf:-ôÕ/ôtc,

specifiy this force explicitly; it is not a proper physical law.

Since the Faraday law specifies the resultant net emf arouncl an entire closed cirouit and,.thus, the
inteeral averase óf the fòrce of induction around the,circuit; it cannot specify the force of induction
actiñg on an iñdividual charge at a point. It is impossible to deduce the integrand from the value of
the integral.

A proper physical law should provide the essential details and not merely integral averages. The law
of indiction rur R frelds due tb closed current loops, Eq.(1), specifies the force acting at a point on
an individual charge. It is a proper physical law in contrast to the Faraday law.

The Faraday law, being restricted to_lhg voltage induced in an entire closed circuit, fails for mo.re
general situätioné. Theþroper law of induction-, Eq,( I ), can predict induction in general, such as the
loltage induced betweên the ends of a straight piece of wire.

3. A MAGNETIC B FIELD IS NOT'NECESSARY TO PRODUCE INDUCTION

Faraday's law, Eq.(3), is usually interpreted to mean that a time-changing magnetic B fl,lï through
u Cii.rít is necesiìryio produce, or cãuse. induction. But according t-o the proper law of induction
given by Eq.(l) thiûs n'ot true. Only a time-changing magnetic pofential Afield is necessary; and
whether or not B = V x A happens to be zero or not zero ls a matter oI lncllllerence.

lnrJuction without a B field is readily demonstrated. the emf induced in the outer seconplry winding
of a toroidal transformer occurs in a region where the B field, being contained within the inner
toroi¿ut winding, is always precisely zðro. Fu_rther examples of induction in regions where the
maenetic B frelðis zero áre'providéd by the Hooper (1974) - Monstein (122Ð.ex_periment, the
Àhã.onou Bohm effect (Wesiey 1998a), and the Marinov motor (Wesley 1998b), In all of these
cases the necessary time-changing A field is not, of course, zero.

It should be noted that the magnetic B field is not a fundamental qulrntity. It is merely a particular
próÑrrt of tne A freld, nameijr, the .curl of A, or B V x A. The A field, being defined directly in
terris oîthe current source J(r,t), is fundarnental; thus,

A(r,t) : J d'r' J(r', t) / lr - r'1 . (6)

Thus the proper law of induction Eq.(l), valid_folclosed curent l.ogp sources for the A field,
invòtvingihe'A field is more fundaméntál than the Faraday law involving the B field flux over an
area.

4. THE FARADAY LAW CLAIMS AN EFFECT INDEPENDENT OF THE CAUSE

According to the Faraday law, as usually interpreted, the timechanging magnetic B fîeld in the
.*piv aräa inside a wiiè'circuít is suppoéed to Ëe the'cquse of the emf inducéd in the wire circuit
iËÏil4nA tüe iime-ctránging B freld irèed not be in the wire circuit :itself. Thus, like astrology., the
fãiu¿uv law offers no itvii.al mechanism coupling the spacially separated^.cause (the.time-
¿h;ñiån B nãr¿lnri¿ã dhr'ur.u of the circuit) with thãproduðed ffict (ih9 emf in the wire. itself)'
A. "ï.v"U. ..ã" fró* ihe proper law 9f induôtion, gg. 

.f 
tl the B field in the ar^ea.enclosed by the

circuitîas absoluteþ nõihing'to do with the force of indìôtion in the wire itself, that produces the
observed emf.

5. INDUCTION NEED NOT INVOLVE A CLOSED CIRCUIT

After a switch is opened in a wire circuit, th¿t was originally experiencing an indu_ced grrrf, the area.
oiìeinánv defined'bl trt. ôtor.¿-circuit no longer exiõts. Aêcoiding to Fãraday's law.the magnetic
nïi'ôî" íttr;^¡6lã"Ë;ãxisq an¿ induction shoúld no longer occur. Yet, according to the proper law
ôf inOuctiott, Bq.(t), the same force of induction F, continues to exist in the wire. A charge
;;pñti;; b.rã.èi'åriãUtirttèá in the wire producing'an electrostatic counter force that results in
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Faraday's law,
(2)

(3)

is usually_interpreted (incorrectly) as meaning the change in magnetic flux through the closed
circuit, ôO / ôtô, is the'cause prodúcing the emi the ffici. But thãtwo sides of Eq.(:¡ are merely
two effects produced by the common cause, the time changing magnetic vector potential, ôA / ôt.
The right side of Eq.(3) yields

ô(Þ/ôt=Jdan.ôB/ôt=Jdan.(VxôA/ôt):$ds,ôNôt, (4)

where n is the unit normal to the surface bounded by the circuit, B = V x A, and Stokes's theorem
yields the line integral around the loop. And the left side of Eq.(3) using Eqs.(2) and (l) yields

emf:$dr.F,/q:-$ dr.ôA/ôtc (5)

Thus, both sides of Eq.(3) are produced by precisely the same cause.

The force of induction, Eq.(1),. (for A due to current loops) is sometimes recognized in textbooks
teaching the traditional Faraday-Maxwell theory (e.g., Symthe 1950); but its significance is
conveniently ignored or overlooked.

2. THE FARADAY LA\ry DOES NOT SPECIFY TTIE FORCE OF INDUCTION ON A
CHARGE AT A POINT

From the definition of the emf, Eq.(2), it is obvious that the cause of the emf has to be a force of
induction F,, that forces the charge q around the circuit. Since the Faraday law, Eq.(3), does not
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is usually interpreted (incorrectly) as meaning the change in magnetic flux through the closed
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teaching the traditional Faraday-Maxwell theory (e.g., Symthe 1950); but its significance is
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specifiy this force explicitly; it is not aproper physical law.

Since the Faraday law specifies the resultant net emf around : i n entire closed circuit and, thus, the
integral average ofthe force ol'induction around the,circuit; it cannot specify the force of induction
acting on an individual charge atapoint. It is impossible to deduce the integrand from the value of
the integral.

A properphysical law should provide the essential details and not merely integral averages. The law
ofinduction for A fields due to closed current loops, Eq.(l), specifies the force acting atapoint on
anindividual charge. It is aproper physical laW in contrast to the Faraday law.

The Faraday law, being restricted to the voltage induced in anentire closed circuit, fails for more
general situations. The proper law ofinduction, Eq,(1), can predict induction in general, such asthe
voltage induced between the ends ofa straight piece of wire.

3. A MAGNETIC B FIELD IS NOT NECESSARY TO PRODUCE INDUCTION

Faraday's law, Eq.(3), is usually interpreted to mean that a time-changing magnetic B flux through
a circuit is necessary to produce, or cause. induction. But according to the proper law of induction
given by Eq.(l) this is not true. Only a time-changing magnetic potential A field is necessary; and
whether or no t B = V x A happens to be zero or not zero is a matter of indifference.

Inductionwithout a B field is readily demonstrated. the emfinduced in the outer secondary winding
of a toroidal transformer occurs in a region where the B field, being contained within the inner
toroidal winding, is always precisely zero. Further examples of induction in regions where the
magnetic B field is zero are provided by the Hooper (1974) - Monstein (1992) experiment, the
Aliaronov Bohm effect (Wesley 199810, and the Marinov motor (Wesley 1998b). In all of these
cases the necessa iy time-changing A field is not, of course, zero.

It should be noted that the magnetic B field is not a fundamental quantity. It is merely a particular
property of the A field, namely, the curl of A, or B V x A. The A field, being defined directly in
terms of the current source .l(r,t), is fundamental; thus,

A(r,t) = ) d3r' J(r', t) / lr - r'| . (6)

Thus the proper law of induction Eq.(l), valid for closed current loop sources for the A field,
involving the A field is more fundamental than the Faraday law involving the B field flux over an
area.

4. THE FARADAY LAW CLAIMS AN EFFECT INDEPENDENT OF THE CAUSE

According to the Faraday law, asusually interpreted, the timechanging magnetic B field in the
empty area inside a wire circuit is supposed to be the cause of the emf induced in the wire circuit
itself. And the time-changing B field need not be in the wire circuit :itself.Thus, like astrology, the
Faraday law offers no physical mechanism coupling the spacially separated cause (the time‑
changing B field inside the area ofthe circuit) with the produced effect (the emf in the wire itself).
As may be seen from the prOper law of induction, liq. (1) the B field in the area enclosed by the
circuit has absolutely nothing to do with the force of induction in the wire itself, that produces the
observed emf.

5. INDUCTIONNEED NOT INVOLVE A CLOSED CIRCUIT

After aswitch isopened in awire circuit, that was originally experiencing an induced emf, the area
originally defined by the closed-circuit no longer exists. According to Faraday's law the magnetic
flux can thus nolongerexist; and inductionshould nolonger occur. Yet, accordingto the proper law
of induction, Eq.(l), the same force of induction F, continues to exist in the wire. A charge
separation becomes established in the wire producing anelectrostatic counter force that results in



a zero net force on the charges in the wire. An electrometer placed across the open switch will
continue to measure precisely the same induced voltage or emf as before. The phenomenon of
induction remains the same with switch open or closed.

The gap in the circuit represented by the open switch can be topologically opened so wide that the
open circuit becomes simply a straight piece of wire. According to the proper law of induction,
Eg.(l), the force of induction cqn produce apotential difference between the eñds of a straight piece
of wire, such as measured by Kennard (1917).

Topologically the _Faraday law fails, when a closed circuit and thus a magnetic flux through the
circuit cannot be defined. To try to rescue the Faraday law (as well as the Maxwell theory) it is
sometimes claimed that closed circuits always exist; because physical gaps in open circuits can
always be bridged with imaginary mathematical curves through. empty_space. Unfortunately, such
imaginary curves cannot be uniquely.chosen; and they can yield qny arbitary (within limits) value
for the magnetic flux Q through the imaginary afea generated. This ploy cannot rescue Faraday's
law.
The proper law of induction, Eq.(l), gives the force on an individual charge, such as the force on
an individual electron in the Aharonov-Bohm experiment (Wesley, 1998a), which is clearly
impossible for the Faraday law.

6. FARADAY'S LAW DOES NOT YIELD LOCALIZ¿ED INDUCTION

The Farad_ay l4w, Pq.(3), does n-ot say whe_re in_ the loop the actual emf occurs. It is generally
assumed that Faraday's law implies an emf uniformly generated around the closed ciróuit. Brit
Francisco Muller (1987) performed some ingeniously -simple 

experiments to demonstrate the fact
that the net induced emf in the entire circuit can be generated in some portions and not in other
portions of the circuit. Faraday's law, thus,_fails; because it cannot say where in the loop the emf is
generated. In contrast, the proper law of induction, Eq.(l), readily accounts for thè observed
localized induction.

7. THE GENERAL THEORY OF INDUCTION

The proper law of induction, Eq.(1), is only valid for the A field produced by closed current loop
sources. The theory ofinduction needs to be now generalized to include any general current sourcé.

Since induction involves slowly varying effects in terms of v/c; the original Weber (1S48)
electrodynamics is appropriate, where the force on a charge q at r with velociiy v and acceleration
a due to a charge q' at rf with velocity v' and acceleration a' is given by

(7)

(8)
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where
F(Weber) = qq'(R/R3) [ + V2lc2 - 3(V.R)2 l2C2R2 + R.A lcz)

R: f - ft, V = V - Vt, A : a - 
^t,

The force of induction arises from the relative acceleration between the two charges, given by the
last term in the brackets in Eq.(7). Weber himself (1848) showed that his theory yieldslhe Farâday
law.

When extended to frelds produced by an extended source of many charges q', as in the Weber-
Wesley (1990, 1997) field theory, the-general force of induction F, becomés ''

cF,/q = aÕ /c - (a. V)G/c - dU/dt , (9)

where O is the usual electrostatic potential and G and U are potential fields defined by

G(r) : J d3 r'R p' (r')/R, U(r): J d3 r'R [R.J'(r')] /R3c , (10)

where p(r') is the charge density and J'(r') is the current density.
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The terms on the right of Eq.(9) involving the acceleration n of the detector charge q represent Lertz'
law for the induced back emf. And, when applied to gravitatiorl, '- Gmm' replacing qq', these terms
yield Mach's principle for the inertial reaction force as the product of the gravitation potential at the
mass m acting on the mass m ('Wesley 1991).

The vector U potential, the second of Eqs.( 10), may be regarded as a generalization of the magnetic
vector A potential to include all possible current sources in addition to closed current loops. Since
the Weber theory is a relativity theory that involves only the separation distance R : Ir - r' I
between q and q' and its time derivatives; only the relative velocity component along the line joining
the two charges can be involved. Thus, the curent source of the potential U freld must be the R
component of the current density J'(r'), or R.J'(r')/R. In addition, the force must act along R; so
the source of the potential U field becomes R(R.J')/R', as indicated in the second of Eqs.(10),
instead of simply J, the source of the A field.

It may be noted that U may be written as

u:A-vl . (11)
where F: J¿, r,R.J,(r,) /Rc. (12\
For the case ofclosed current loop sources, the case ofgreatest practical interest, l:0. In particular
for a particular tube of closed current loop flow

cf': i j Os.Wn: i J ò, R: iR ß:0, (13)

where i is the current in the tube.

To further stress the fact that tJ is a generalization of the A field, it may be noted that the magnetic
B field is given bY B: V x u - V x A, (r4)
for any arbitrary current source.

The total time derivative of the U freld, appearing in Eq.(9), may be expanded to read

du/dt : ðU/ðt + (V.V)U + (U.V)V, (15)

where V is the relative velocity between the charge q and the rigid source of the U field. This result
( I 5) may be regarded as a theorem valid for any vector field, as proved by Wesley ( 1999). The first
t'enir on-the rig-ht of Eq.(15) gives the time change of U itself. The second term on the right gives
the apparent ti-me chanþè oi ihe U freld due to the motion of the charge through a spac^e-chalgilg
U fieid in the direction õf U. tne last term on the right gives the apparent time change of the U freld
due to the charge changing its direction of motion.

The greatest practical interest is for no net source charges, P'(r') = 0, and for closed current loop
sources; thus,

- cFi/q - dA/dt : õNôt + (V . v)4, + (4. v) V. (16)

This result (16) accounts for unipolar induction: since the terms for notional induction may be
written as

- (V'ÐA-(A'V)V-Vx(VxA)+Ax(VxV)-V(V'A), (17)

where the only non-vanishing term of interest is V x (V x A). 
_ 
The secon9 Ffn on -the rightof Eq-

(16) accounts'for the Aharonõv Doha effect (Wesley 1998a). the loop_eJ 097,!) -.Monstein (1992)
èxperiment, and the force to drive Marinov's motor('Wesley 1998b, Phipps 1998).
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assumed that, Faraday‘s law implies an emf uniformly generated around the closed circuit. But
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generated. In contrast, the proper law of induction, Eq.(l), readily accounts for the observed
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Since induction involves slowly varying effects in terms of We; the original Weber (1848)
electrodynamics is appropriate, where the force on acharge q at r with velocity v and acceleration
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F(Weber) = qq'(R/R3) [l + Vz/c2 ‐ 3(V-R)2 /2C2R2 + R'A /cz] (7)
where

R = r - r ' , V = v - v ' , A = a - a ' . (8)

The force of induction arises from the relative acceleration between the two charges, given by the
last term in the brackets in Eq.(7). Weber himself( l 848) showed that his theory yields the Faraday
law.

When extended to fields produced by an extended source of many charges q', as in the Weber‑
Wesley (1990, 1997) field theory, the general force of inductionFi becomes

cFi /q = aq) /c - (a °V)G/e - dU/dt , (9)

where (I) is the .usual electrostatic potential and G and U are potential fields defined by

G(r) = f d3r ' R p‘ (r')/R, U(r) = f d3r 'R [R-J'(r')] /R3c , (10)

where p(r') is the charge density and J'(r ') is the current density.
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The terms on the right of Eq.(9) involving the acceleration aof the detector charge q represent Lenz'
law for the inducedback emf. And, when applied to gravitation, --Gmm' replacingqq', these terms
yieldMach's principle for the inertial reaction force asthe product ofthe gravitationpotential atthe
mass m acting on the mass In (Wesley 1991).

The vector [1potential, the second of 13qs.( I0), mayberegardedasageneralization of the magnetic
vector A potential to include all possible current sources in addition to closed current loops. S1nce
the Weber theory is a relativity theory that involves only the separation distance R = Ir 1 r' I
between q and q' and its time derivatives; only the relativevelocity component alongthe linejomlng
the two charges can be involved. Thus, the current source of the potential U field must be the R
component of the current density J ' ( r ' ) , or R~.l'(r')/R. In addition, the force must act along R; so
the source of the potential U field becomes R(R°J')/R2, asindicated in the second of qus.(10),
instead ol‘simply J, the source ofthe A field.

It may benoted that U may bewritten as

U = A ‐ VP . (11)
where

I“ = M3 r' R-J'(r') /Rc. (12)

For the case of closedcurrent loop sources, the case of greatest practical interest,P = 0. In particular
for aparticular tube of closed current loop flow

cI‘=1st.R/R=116,R=1R(3:0, (13)

where i is the current in the tube.

To further stress the fact that U is ageneralization of the A field, it may benoted that the magnetic
B field is given by

B = V x U = V x A , (14)
for any arbitrary current source.

The total time derivative of the U field, appearing in Eq.(9), may beexpanded to read
dU/dt = aU/at + (V-V)U+ (U-V)V, (15)

where V is the relative velocity between the charge q and the rigid source of the U field. This result
(15)may be regarded asatheorem valid for any vector field, asproved byWesley (1999). The First
term on the right ol‘Eq.(15) gives the time change of U itself. The second term on the right gives
the apparent time change of the U field due to the mo t i on 01' the charge through aspace-changmg
U field in the direction ofU. The last term on the right gives the apparent time change ot the U field
due to the charge changing its direction of motion.

The greatest practical interest is for no net source charges, p'(r') = 0, and for closed current loop
sources; thus,

‐‐ cF,/q‐dA/dt=aA/at+(v -V)A+(A-V) V. (16)

This result (16) accounts for unipolar induction: since the terms for notional induction may be
written as

‐ (VoV)A ‐ (A~V)V ‐Vx(VxA)+Ax(VxV) ‐V(V°A) , (17)

where the only non-vanishing term of interest is V x (Vx A). The second term on the right of Eq.
(16) accounts for the Aharonov Doha effect (Wesley 1998a). the Hooper (1974) - Monstein (1992)
experiment, and the force to drive Marinov's motor (Wesley 1998b, Phipps 1998).
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TRANSVERSE, LONGITUDINAL, AND MIXED ELECTRODYNAMTC WAVES

J P WesleYr

waves.

1. BACKGROUND

Taking the gradient of Eq. (3), subtracting from Eq. (2), and noting that

Despite the failure of the Maxwell theory in so many ways [.]-6],.it is still commqn-ly believed that
electrodynamic waves are necessarily transverse, as predicted by the usual Maxwell theory.
Transveise electrodynamic waves are ieadily excited and have been observed. However, with care,
as described below, longitudinal waves can also be excited and observed. A general source of
unshielded charges,-wheíe the equation of continuity for charge is applicable, can produce a mixed
wave with bothlransverse and lóngitudinal properties, as discussed below.

The Maxwell theory [7] is generally presented as an axiomatic theory, that postulates Maxwell's
differential equatioñsäri¿ ttlé frelds E, n, D, and H. In this way it can be assumed that "potentials"
can be defrneit to frt different arbitrary "gauges." In contrast, Weber-Wesley (8) electrodynamics
is a fundamental theory based upon the forcãs between two moving point charges. The magnetic
vector potential A and the electric potential Õ are then uniquely defined in terms of the source
current-density J and the source charge density p by

A(r, Ð : J d3 r'J' (r',t) /c lr - r'1, (l)
Q (r, Ð : J d'r' p'(r',t) / lr - r'l ,

where the integrations are taken over qll rl gpace_ containing the. sources and r is a point of
observation. Tñese potentials, being defined directly in terms of the sources lepresent tþç t*e
fuldamental physicál electrody4amió held. Force fie[ds such as E and B, depending lgt only upon
the electrodynariic field A and Õ , but also upo^n the mode of observation, are necessarily.sec.onqary
derived quántities, such as E -.- VF - ôA/ôtc and B = V X A, which lack the full physical
informatibn contaíned in the A and Õ fields themselves

2. THE TRANSVER.SE MAGNETIC \ryAVE

From the definition of the A field, the first of Eqs. ( 1), it may be proved [9] that

Vx(Vx Ã): nJlc Q)

For the case of interest here oi may be assumed that the source currents form closed current loops;
SO

V.A=¡ (3)

95

It may be noted.that the Weber-Wesley (1990, 1997.) feld theory, being valid in absolute space, isnot a relativity theory. It is not immediately.compatible with the Íheory õf induction pr"ieniåa trerãIt is not clear what approximation of the absolute space theory is nóeded to derivè tn. i.tutiuityinduction theory.
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